
   
       

 
 

      
   
   

        
    

 
  

  
        

             
        

  
 

 
  

   
  

    
 

    
        

         
   

               
           

    
  

  
  

  
          

 
        

    
       

  

***SPECIAL MEETING*** 
This meeting is in addition to the regularly scheduled meeting on 

September 28, 2021. 

JOHNSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Johnson County Administration Building 
111 South Cherry Street, Olathe, Kansas 

Board of County Commissioners Hearing Room, 3rd Floor 
MINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING 

September 14, 2021 
5:45 p.m. 

A. CALL TO ORDER 
A meeting of the Planning Commission of Johnson County, Kansas, was convened at 5:50 p.m. 
on Tuesday, September 14, 2021, and was called to order by Chris Iliff, Chair, with the following 
members present and participating; to-wit: Michael Levin, George Lund, Mark Huggins, James 
Neese, Kelley Rast, Randall Downing, Randy Hutchins and Roger Mason. Dave Johns and 
Lindsay Grise were absent.  Also present were Jay Leipzig, Leslie Davis, Karen Miller, and Sean 
Pendley, Johnson County Planning Department. 
Chairman Iliff: 
In order to reduce the spread of COVID-19, physical distancing will be observed in the hearing 
room with limited seating. Some Board members will not be physically present in the Board 
meeting room and will be joining through Zoom. If you are using Zoom, you may participate in the 
meeting using your computer, phone or other electronic device. Speakers who have registered to 
speak via Zoom will be called upon to speak first. Registered speakers using Zoom will be called 
upon to speak in the order in which they signed up. Speakers who have registered or signed up 
for in-person public comment by 5:45 p.m. will be called on in the order in which they signed up. 
The Chairman may modify these procedures as needed to conduct an orderly and efficient 
meeting. All speakers will be limited to two minutes, unless the Chair designates a different time 
period in order to accommodate all of the speakers desiring to speak. When your name is called 
by the moderator, your microphone will be unmuted. Please state your name and address for the 
record, followed by your comments. Board members and presenters, please state your name 
every time you begin talking so the notes can be transcribed for the record. This is a public 
meeting. We are presenting live and recording the meeting. Thank you. 

B. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Chairman Iliff: Do I hear any suggestions or recommendations for a change to the agenda by 
members of the Commission? Hearing none, it will be approved as printed. The next item on the 
agenda, normally we approve the minutes of the last meeting. I think the last meeting was such 
a short time ago, they’re probably not ready for approval at this point. 
C. UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR FACILITIES – AMENDMENTS TO COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 

AND ZONING REGULATIONS 



  
 
 

 
 

     
 

   
        

   
           

    
   

              
       

          
       

        
   

 
   

  
   

  
    

   
   
   

   
  

      
    

   
   

  
  

    
    

 
      

                 
    

               
 

  
    

   
  

      
         

   
   

    

Chairman Iliff: At this time I would like to turn it over to Mr. Leipzig. 
Mr. Leipzig: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission. I appreciate the time to visit 
with you this evening. I wanted to provide a quick overview that was in the packet of information, 
of where we are at this point. Hopefully, to clarify some things in terms of procedure with this 
group, with this body, and the procedure going forward as we go through the potential approval 
and review process. In your packet dated September 9th was a memorandum that details what 
staff has been doing since our last meeting. As you all are aware, we met on August 10th, 2021. 
There were several comments from the public at that meeting, and those have been assembled, 
and we’re reviewing those. Before we get into that, let me talk a little bit about the process. This 
evening is to discuss amendments to our Comprehensive Plan and amendments to our 
Subdivision Regulations regarding solar operations, solar farms, or utility-scale solar operations. 
The Planning Commission is the body that makes recommendations dealing with policy, the land 
use policy decisions. A recommendation from the Planning Commission would eventually go to 
the Board of County Commissioners. That’s the purpose of this meeting, the review of these draft 
regulations and the processes this evening. We have not received an application for a utility-scale 
solar operation. We are strictly going through the process of making amendments to 
Comprehensive Plan and our Subdivision Regulations, but we have not received an official 
application. When that occurs, that application will be heard before the Zoning Board. We don’t 
know which Zoning Board that might be, but that Zoning Board will have a public meeting. There 
will be a public hearing on that item. The Zoning Board can make a recommendation of approval 
or denial. That will go before the Board of County Commissioners. I just wanted to make sure that 
that’s clear in terms of that separation. 
We have the Planning Commission that’s looking at policy implications for land use and changes, 
text amendments to our Comprehensive Plan under Subdivision Regulations. The Zoning Board 
is the body that actually makes decisions on the application. So, that being said, going back to 
my comments previously at our August 10th meeting, there were several members of the public 
that spoke on the regulations. Given that, we made the decision to have at least two additional 
meetings. One meeting is this evening, September 14th , and there’s another meeting on 
September 28th. The intention for this evening is really to be a work session. It’s designed to be a 
work session between Planning staff, the consultant and the Commission. The public will be 
invited to speak, as they always are at our meetings, but really, the focus this evening will be to 
discuss the draft amendments and have a work session and an open conversation as we go 
through this process. There will be, I anticipate, at least two other meetings to discuss the 
regulations. We have not set a hearing date yet. We had anticipated at one time that we may 
have a hearing in September. Obviously, that will not happen. My hunch is it could be either 
October or possibly November, but we don’t know that yet. That’s dependent upon wanting to 
make sure we have all the comments and the public has a chance to comment on the draft as we 
move forward. 
That being said, the meeting on the 14th, this evening, is a study session with the consultant. The 
meeting on the 28th will be focused primarily on hearing concerns from the cities in the county that 
are affected by the proposed application. We have been working with them, trying to forward 
information out to all of our cities of Gardner, Edgerton, Olathe, Overland Park, Spring Hill and 
De Soto. We provided a summary of the regulations to them and asked for their written comments. 
We have not received those yet. We received a few minor ones, but we’re assembling all of those. 
We’ll have those at our meeting on September 28th, and the city representatives will there as well, 
too. So that’s our intention, to have that meeting focus primarily on some issues with the cities. 
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staff. We’ve arranged a meeting with the operator of the solar farm, as well as the Pueblo County 
Planning staff. That is scheduled for September 27th . 
Comm. Neese: Is that the Neptune solar project? 
Mr. Leipzig: It is not. It’s called Big Horn. The other thing I wanted to note is certainly this evening 
public comments will be collected. We have also been meeting with Douglas County, Kansas, 
their Planning staff. We’ve had two meetings with them. We had a meeting about a month ago. 
We had another meeting last week to visit with them and to update each other on this process as 
we move forward. They had a meeting of their Planning Commission, I believe, on August 23rd . 
That item was tabled until their September meeting, which is coming up, but they don’t have a 
public hearing date that’s been set, either. They’re kind of in the same process we are. It’s just a 
matter of additional discussion. 
The other thing I wanted to point out, we’ve received several comments that were in the packet 
this evening, from Alan Anglyn. I apologize if I misspeak some of these names in terms of 
pronunciation. We received comments from Alan Anglyn, Jeff Johnson, Jeff Barangus, Lee Ann 
Antes, Julie Sayers, Climate Action KC and Paul Snyder. Also, there is an article entitled, “Down 
to Earth,” by Katherine Harmon Courage, dated August 18, 2021. We did have a mail-out date for 
our packet, and there were several additional documents that were sent and distributed to the 
Planning Commission that were received after the mail-out date. So we have several articles from 
NextEra. There’s “North Carolina State Health and Safety Impacts,” ”NEER Response to Johnson 
County Planning staff,” “NextEra Solar NEER brochure,” “NextEra Solar Panels,” “NextEra Solar 
PV Q&A,” “NextEra West Gardner, Myth Versus Reality.” There’s also emails from Steven Clark 
with comments regarding the draft, another letter to the Johnson County Planning Commission 
by Steven Clark, a letter from Joyce Whittier, another letter from Lee Ann Antes regarding heat 
and noise. The last one was Ray Antes, Planning Commission letter, dated 9-12-21. Those 
comments were received between 9-10-21 and 9-14-21 at 2:00 p.m. After 2:00 p.m. was our cutoff 
date, so we’re assembling those emails. Anything received after 2:00 p.m. will be collected and 
will be distributed. That will be part of the packet on the 28th. I just wanted to make sure we’re 
clear in terms of any comments that are submitted are collected and put into a folder and then 
distributed. We use that cutoff date of 2:00 p.m. of that day for any additional comments. 

Tonight the focus will be on some of the larger policy implications and some of the requirements 
in the draft subdivision regulations. 
The other item to note is we have attended a meeting of the Gardner Planning Commission on 
August 23rd. We made a presentation to the Planning Commission. On September 23rd, we are 
making a presentation. It’s a joint work session city council meeting with the Edgerton Planning 
Commission and City Council on September 23rd, so we’re definitely trying to get the word out, 
and get additional comments on the regulations. The other component, the item that staff has 
been working on is we have arranged a site visit in Pueblo, Colorado to look at a solar facility out 
there in Pueblo County. It is 2,100 acres, to look at that site and take pictures, and visit with the 

With that, I’ll introduce our consultant this evening, Darren Coffey, who I believe has spoken to 
the Planning Commission quite some time ago. Mr. Coffey is an expert on solar installations with 
the Berkley Group. Staff first became aware of the Berkley Group at a National American Planning 
Association Conference. I believe about three years ago you might have spoken at one of the 
conferences. He’s very highly regarded in this field and has been involved in drafting regulations 
in several different municipalities and counties throughout the country. Hs is not affiliated or 
associated in any way with NextEra. This was completely at the discretion of staff to bring in an 
expert that is familiar with this type of operations to help us develop this process. Before I do that, 
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as I said, this evening will be primarily a study session. We will have a chance for the public to 
comment, but the focus will be on the dialog between the Planning Commission members, staff 
and the consultant. The public can comment when that part is concluded. Every speaker will have 
two minutes to speak. We have timers set up and we have all of the other equipment set up to do 
that. With that, I will turn it over to Darren Coffey. 
Darren Coffey, The Berkley Group, appeared before the Planning Commission and made the 
following comments: 

Mr. Coffey: I’m with the Berkley Group. We’ve been doing utility-scale solar with localities for 

that are identified. It’s important to understand the difference between those two. We can talk this 

m going to lean on County Planning staff to help me with some of that, possibly, but what 
we’re going to do primarily, what we’re going to focus on, are big-picture items, the big ticket 
metrics that tend to generate the comments. 

about five years. We’ve been working with Johnson County for the better part of this year. I will 
say that when we do this we bring to the table the best practices that we’ve observed in terms of 
policies, principles and regulations. But in terms of numbers, it varies widely from community to 
community based on the community’s physical characteristics, cultural characteristics, political 
policies, vision, goals, et cetera. What we have spent a lot of time doing over the past months is 
working with staff to say, “Here’s the basic construct that we recommend,” and then County staff 
has done an excellent job of saying, “Okay, here’s what we think,” and then incorporating those 
metrics and those policies and proposed regulations into the format and into the regulatory 
construct that Johnson County is used to from a planning, administrative and legal framework. 
We have actually never partnered with anybody that has done quite as good of a job with that 
part of it as Johnson County has done. 
You’ve got a lot of information in your packets on proposed Comprehensive Plan developments, 
as well as proposed ordinance amendments, which basically amount to what the regulations 
would be. You have aspirational things that are identified and then you have operational things 

evening, the main point here is that we want to be able to answer and have a dialog with the 
Planning Commissioners, because you are the policy-recommenders. You are the appointed 
officials to help develop land use policy in Johnson County, Kansas. We want to be able to answer 
any questions that you might have. We can get into the weeds at any level you might want to get 
into. I'

We really, really need the feedback of the Planning Commission so that we can tailor this to reflect 
the values, vision and goals of Johnson County. It is interesting that the Planning Commission 
sets the policy, but the Zoning Board helps implement it, along with the Board of County 
Commissioners. So, your role is a special one in that you’re definitely trying to look at the forest 
for the trees and help set the parameters that are going to guide the Zoning Board in their 
recommendations and the County Commissioners in their ultimate decisions. 
These projects are complex. They’re large. They take a lot of time to evaluate. They take time for 
the Zoning Board. They take time for the Board of County Commissioners, potentially. So, what 
we’re trying to do here is say, “Look, up until a relatively short number of years ago, these land 
uses didn’t exist in our peripheral vision. They weren’t hitting us.” You have conditional use 
permits. You have re-zonings. You have all the standard uses, but utility-scale solar farms really 
didn’t come onto the scene until the last five, six, seven, eight years. It some parts of the country 
it’s been 10 to 15 years, but where we primarily work, in Virginia, it’s been the last five or so. In 
Kansas and in Colorado, Kansas it’s just starting to hit, and in Colorado they’ve got more of a 
track record with it. What we’re trying to do is say there are some best practices. There are some 
parameters that can be put onto these facilities, so that when you’re making a land use decision 
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or recommendation, you’re applying those metrics to whether you feel a proposal fits the character 
of the community and would be an appropriate use for the next 20, 30, 40 years, or not. 
That’s the other aspect of these projects that is unique. Never in my 25-plus years of planning 
have I dealt with a land use where you were talking about tying up rural or suburban land for two 
generations with one land use. That’s another aspect that is a bit tricky with Johnson County. We 
are used to dealing with a lot of rural counties, where there is “a lot of open space,” and that’s 
tricky enough with these facilities, but when you’re talking about a relatively urbanized county that 
has municipalities in it that have their own projected growth boundaries in the future, you really 
want to be careful with how you locate, where you locate, how large, et cetera. 
With that, I’d like to just kick this off. There are relatively few number of slides. What I’d like to do 
is just go through them, and then we’ll go back to this one and then start a conversation if that’s 
okay with everybody. Does anybody have any questions at this point? Okay, silence is consent. 
The first standard that we wanted to talk about was a recommended term of up to 20 years. I will 
admit that this is a little unique for some communities in that a lot of times a use permit will carry 
with the land for the life of the facility, or in perpetuity until and unless it’s terminated. This 20-year 
figure comes about because of a Johnson County land use policy, a land use principle called, 
The Prudent Planning Period, per County Land Use Principles. Staff can jump in and explain that 
more if needed. The Planning Commission may be very familiar with this, but the idea is that you 
don’t treat these uses in this respect any different than you would treat any other similar process 
with a use. The difference is these uses exceed that period of time in terms of their lifetimes. The 
panels last about 20 to 25 years, but these projects typically are slated for 30-plus, oftentimes 40 
or 40-plus. 
There has been some feedback. Again, I’ll say that I think staff has done an excellent job 
incorporating the public comments that have been received to date. The regulations that we’re 
going to be talking about – and I can get into specifics when we go back and forth with Q&A, the 
regulations we’re talking about, in my opinion, are perfectly reasonable. There are other localities 
where the standards are a lot stricter, and there are other localities where the standards are less 
strict. To me, what staff has done up to this point is try to hit the happy medium for purposes of 
further discussion so that we can then fine-tune it to the Planning Commission’s liking, and then 
that will go to the Board for their final determination. 
So, the 20 years is per the County’s standard standing prudent planning period, per County Land 
Use Principles. That’s where that comes from, so how that would work is in year 19, you would 
work with the applicant and say, “Okay, it’s time for the renewal. You need to apply for a new 
permit. Where are we at? What does the project look like? Where are we at technologically?” et 
cetera, and you would go through the process again and assuming nothing has changed, it would 
be re-issued for another 20-year period, et cetera. It’s hard to think about where we’re going to 
be with anything in 20 years. Where were we in 2001? We’ve had some unfortunate memories of 
that this past week for where we were, but it was a long time ago, and a lot has changed in that 
20-year period, and a lot is going to change in the next 20-year period. That’s the horizon that 
staff has recommended we use for the consideration of these facilities. 
The next metric is the maximum project area. We get a lot of feedback from the industry. They 
want you to consider project-by-project. Don’t put limits on it. Consider the applications as they 
come in. I think the challenge with that is that over the years you’ve seen facilities getting bigger 
and bigger and bigger. In North Carolina, you’ve had these facilities in the last 30 years. There’s 
a long history in North Carolina of solar projects that are 20 acres, 30 acres, 50 acres, 100 acres. 
They started getting larger and larger 4, 5, 6 years ago. In Virginia, they’ve almost never been 
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that small. In Colorado, they’re a lot bigger than that, and they’re either equivalent to or bigger 
than what’s being proposed here. So, the idea is that you don’t want to have to go through this 
process with no guidance, no parameters, just people can propose whatever they want, and 
you’re going to measure that against what? And then make a determination how? As to whether 
this is an appropriate use in an appropriate location. Without the parameters, how do you make 
those recommendations and determinations? 
With project area, we started out, staff had said that they thought 1,000 acres was probably a 
good starting place. After our first few meetings, after some discussion, after some feedback, 
quite frankly, from the industry, as well as the general public, they said, “You know, maybe that’s 

where it’s contiguous. It’s very compact, and it’s 

that, because if you get further away than that you’ve got more transmission lines trying to connect 

all over God’s green earth. We’ve got a project in Virginia that is getting ready to go under 
consideration that is 20,000 acres of land, but the project is actually only going to be on about 22 
to 24 percent of that land. That’s land fragmentation. That’s typing up seven to eight percent of 

a little too strict, given that these things are tending to get bigger, and if we want to have a viable 
project in Johnson County that may be approvable, maybe 2,000 acres is a more reasonable 
place for us to start the conversation.” That’s how we landed where we’re at for purposes of 
tonight’s discussion. 
The maximum project extent, which is similar to the project area, but it’s different in that it allows 
for a little bit of flexibility for the project area. There are projects – and I think maybe Big Horn is 
one, that you’re going to visit in Pueblo – 
contiguous. A lot of projects, I would say most projects, are that way, but I would also say that it 
is not rare for them to be spread out. When they start to spread out, land fragmentation can 
become a concern, particularly if you’re in a suburban area or maybe it’s rural today, but it may 
very well not be rural in 20 years, land fragmentation becomes a concern. The maximum project 
extent is to basically say, “Look, this allows for some non-contiguous parcels to be included in a 
project if it makes sense, but there are other areas within the proposed regulations that also say 
that no parcel can be further than a half-mile from the other project parcels.” It’s just to try to limit 

between the different segments. What this is basically saying is your maximum project area is 
going to be 2,000 acres, but you’ve got a little bit of flexibility in how you put that 2,000 acres or 
less together. If there are a few outlying parcels, it may be okay, but they’re not going to be spread 

the land in a jurisdiction for 40 years when you’re only going to be using a fraction of it. That’s just 
kind of a way to illustrate the methodology, the rationale behind why these metrics are being 
proposed. 
Another one that has gotten a lot of feedback and interest is the maximum percent of PV panel 
coverage for the defined project area. What we’ve recommended is 70 percent. Our standard 
starting point is 65 percent. How we came up with that is we looked at the existing projects on the 
ground that we had access to, and we calculated what the actual percentage of PV panel 
coverage was. On average, it was about 65 percent. In some cases, it was a little higher. In some 
cases it was a little lower. The concern is that, while yes, there is vegetation under the panels, 
when a rain event comes and it’s hitting the impervious surface of the panels, and then it’s running 
off seven, eight, nine, ten feet in the air and hitting the ground, that’s a lot of impervious surface 
that is channeling water, and if you pack a site with panels, it makes the stormwater control more 
challenging. One of the things that we’ve done in more of the administrative sections of these 
regulations is talked about the importance of erosion and sediment control and stormwater design, 
third party design review, before it ever goes to the regulatory authority for their review. What that 
does is ensures that the industry has designed it appropriately and that once it’s built and 
implemented appropriately, if it’s approved, that there will be minimal if any stormwater erosion 
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and sediment issues. When these things are done correctly, there tend to be very few issues. If 
they’re not done correctly, they can have very, very detrimental impacts, particularly on adjacent 
property owners. 
The idea here is maximum percentage is 70 percent. It’s just basically saying, “Look, you need to 
have some open space on the site for roads. You need to have it for buffers and screening. You 
need to have it for wildlife corridors.” If you were to design the ideal site, it would not be a hundred 
percent panel coverage. If it was perfectly flat and perfectly everything, it might be 80 or 85 percent 
coverage, but what we’re saying here is that’s not ideal. We want to see a larger use of the land 
with a smaller footprint of panel-covered area, so that it’s spaced out so that it works. You don’t 

everybody wanted to connect, so they’re surrounded. That particular town didn’t seem to mind, 

tweaked to what suites your community. 
Distance from another solar facility. Again, these facilities tend to concentrate around high voltage 
transmission lines that are existing and that do have a carrying capacity. So the industry likes to 

want to trade clean energy for a water quantity or quality issue is essentially the main driver. 
The distance from cities – and you could say municipalities, whatever is most appropriate – 
greater than one mile with a waiver available, I think that is something that we definitely want to 
hear from you on as well, but I think we’re going to hear some interesting comments on the 28th 

from the cities as well. Is a mile enough? A mile, as the crow flies, from a municipal boundary isn’t 
a ton. It’s not a whole lot, so it will be interesting to see if they think this is an appropriate starting 
point or not. It could be a mile-and-a-half, it can be two miles. I’ve seen as many as three, and 
I’ve seen as few as, “We don’t care to worry about it.” But usually, you want to think about, as the 
city grows, as the town grows, what’s going to go there? There are commercial, industrial, 
residential uses that are going to end up replacing the agricultural uses, and what is the highest, 
best use of the land for that locality? The reason a waiver is available is because some localities 
might not mind. It might actually fit into their future land use plan and their extra-territorial areas. 
That’s the whole point of distance from boundaries. We have seen them surround localities on 
three sides, because the transmission lines were going through the town and that’s where 

but the county did, and the other towns in the county were terrified and did not want that to happen 
to them. So again, none of this is one-size-fits-all. It’s guidelines. It’s policies that need to be 

say that they’re never going to get more facilities than what the capacity of those lines can handle. 
That’s not my bailiwick. I’m not going to get into that discussion with the industry. I don’t know 
about it like they do, but we have seen facilities have their own substations, do their own gen-tie 
lines, be large enough that they can increase the capacity of the existing lines to handle the 
additional energy production. So what this says is, “Look, we don’t want a 2,000-acre facility next 
to a 2,000-acre facility, next to a 2,000-acre facility,” because then, let’s just say it’s near Edgerton. 
Now you’ve got 6,000 acres of solar that is going to change the character of that area from 
whatever it is today to 20 to 40 years of “This is what it’s going to be.” So this is basically saying, 
“Look, if we approve one here, then we don’t want to approve one within two miles of this location.” 
There is no magic behind that two miles. It could be a mile. It could be a mile-and-a-half. It could 
be three miles. It could do away with the distance requirement. The driver is do you want them 
next to one another or not? 
This is just showing you in red a proposed one-mile buffer and what that would look like on the 
urban edge, so to speak. Again, you can kind of see, to me, as a land use planner, it’s pretty thin. 
It’s a pretty thin edge. Now, maybe it’s enough, and you do have the waiver, but it just goes to 
show you that it can be tweaked, and this is a good way to use GIS to say, “Hey, what does one 
look like? What does one-and-a-half look like? What does two look like? Is there land left over if 
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we do two miles for these facilities to occur? So, this kind of helps paint the picture of what the 
proposed one-mile buffer would look like. 
Setbacks are another issue. You want these projects to have more robust setbacks than your 
typical land use project. You want them to be probably closer to an industrial setback, rather than 
more of an agricultural setback. If they’re right up on a property line you don’t have any room for 
screening or buffers, which are very important. Some folks will say, “You’re just replacing corn or 
wheat for panels, and it’s just one crop for another.” Other people say, “We do not want to look at 
that crop. We don’t want to see it. If we can’t see it, then it’s not as much of a concern.” Or it’s not 
a concern at all. But if we can see it, if it’s off of a scenic road or a scenic byway, or it’s going to 

there’s a note that there is a waiver available from all three types of setbacks, and I think that’s 

more sense for you to say, “No, we’re just going to draw a hard line, and that’s what we’re going 
to stick to,” then that sometimes is the better way to go. As proposed, there is a waiver available 
for the three setback types. 

affect the rural character of a particular area, then these setbacks and buffers that go in the 
setbacks really help mitigate any potential visual adverse impacts of the projects. I will say that 
these recommended setbacks are not anywhere close to the higher end of what we’ve seen. This 
just makes clear, too, that on any interior property lines to a project, there aren’t any setbacks. It’s 
one cohesive project. You’re really worried about the exterior boundaries of that project. This 
says, “Per underlying zoning districts,” but the panels and racking system are excepted. So if you 
had any accessory structures, et cetera, then they would be subject to less stringent underlying 
zoning district setbacks. 
This is a little bit more of a stringent, a 250 from any existing dwellings. So basically you’re saying, 
“Look, if there is a structure that is nearby, you want to push it back a little bit further from that 
structure.” Ideally, that’s going to be in tandem with increased screening and buffers. In some 
areas, you’ve got existing vegetation that if you just leave it alone, it will act as a screen. In other 
areas, it’s wide open, and you’re going to have to either install a berm or other vegetation, 
preferably native vegetation that will thrive and grow and provide a screen for the facilities. Then, 

just intended to be on a case-by-case basis and allow some flexibility. I will note that any time in 
any land use or zoning process, you build in a waiver, you’re going to get requests for that waiver. 
So if it makes sense to be able to have flexibility and provide a waiver, great. If it makes a little bit 

Here we get to the screening. We’re talking about from roads, residential zoning districts, and 
existing dwellings. We want to not see the PV panels, any associated equipment or storage, and 
we want this to be in the setbacks, in the buffer zone, which is defined as within the setbacks. 
What we’ve come up with that might be appropriate for your geography is some combination of 
landscaping, berming, fencing or existing screening, whatever gets the job done. Either trees, 25-
foot on center, a couple rows deep, mixture of evergreen and deciduous, the creation of some 
berms. Just some combination. Essentially, you’re hiding the facility. Again, this is going to get 
some comment, “Why do you need to screen these things? They’re not hurting anybody. They 
make relatively little noise. There’s no odor.” Some people don’t find them offensive to see them, 
but if you’ve got good setbacks and you’ve got good buffer, then at the property lines there is no 
noise. There is no visual impact. There is no nothing, so there’s no issue. That’s really what you’re 
aiming for here. What is reasonable to get to a point where if you say yes to a facility there’s no 
issue? 
Existing dwellings within 300 feet of a project boundary, it’s a more robust standard, and again, 
this is, I would say, getting a little bit stricter than what we normally see, but this is also reflective 
of County staff’s input into this process, so they felt that it would be appropriate with these types 
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of facilities, with these recommended parameters. And this is the type of detail that we want to 
see from localities as appropriate. It’s a good discussion to have, and we’re going to get to it here 
shortly. 
Other concerns that tend come up with these facilities – and this is going to poke the bear as well 
– there is oftentimes concerns from certain segments of the community about the leeching and 
the hazardous chemicals that are in these panels. Again, I am not a panel expert. I am not 
technology expert. I am a land use expert, but according to the North Caroline NC State Solar 
Institute, there are no hazardous materials that leech from these panels. The way they are 
produced these days, it’s inert, and if the panels break, they just need to get replaced. And the 

taxpayer expense. The industry a lot of times says they would like for the locality to be able to 

you probably do not want to become an expert in this,” so do not credit salvage value. Hold the 
full security, and if the material is that valuable, the industry will recycle it as appropriate and 
anything that cannot be salvaged or recycled needs to be disposed of in accordance with the laws 

environmental laws, where will we 
recommended here, you’ll have to comply with those laws. 

industry replaces them, because if it’s broken it’s not generating energy, and that doesn’t do 
anybody any good. So, the only leeching that we have found that occurs is with the galvanization 
of the steel poles that can occur, and it creates zinc. So, if you have a peanut crop, or want to 
have a peanut crop, it is detrimental to that. Other than that, that’s the only thing that we are aware 
of. From an agricultural standpoint, if you take ag land out of production and you put in a solar 
facility for 40 years and then you decommission the solar facility, remove all of the equipment and 
put it back into ag production, to the best of my knowledge, there should not be an issue because 
of leeching from these facilities on the property. 
Another concern is when you do decommission, what happens to all of that material? What we 
say is it just needs to be properly disposed in accordance with all local, state and federal laws. 
Another aspect of decommissioning is the fiscal security that’s posted to ensure that if something 
goes wrong with the project owner or applicant, if they default, they disappear or whatever, that 
the County has enough leverage in the form of a letter of credit or a bond or cash escrow to be 
able to pay somebody to decommission a facility and be able to pay for that and not have it be at 

count salvage value, or at least scrap value toward that decommissioning security, because 
there’s a lot of value in recycling this equipment. Our stance and recommendation to our clients 
has always been, “You are not in the recycling business. You do not know how to do this, and 

in place at the time. Again, if you think about how far we’ve come since the 70’s with our 
be in 40 years? Wherever we’re at per the conditions 

Distance from existing transmission lines. I think that’s something that we did have in our initial 
presentation. Somewhere along the way it got left along the wayside, and we wanted to bring it 
up here. It used to be that the industry would look to locate near existing transmission lines, and 
in a lot of cases, they still do. But we have seen a number of cases that, again, are not exceptions. 
It’s not necessarily rare. It’s increasingly less rare, where they will locate wherever they want, 
wherever they can lock down the land leases for a good price. They’ll build a gen-tie line to an 
existing transmission lines, and that could be two miles, three miles, four miles or more away. So, 
what we usually do is recommend that facilities be within a mile of existing transmission lines. 
Again, it could be a half-mile, which makes it more strict, but usually we say they need to be 
located within a mile. That’s just to prevent projects from going anywhere in the county. We can 
map it. You can map it. You may have already mapped where your high voltage transmission 
lines are in the county. So if you require it to be within a mile of that, then you’re basically limiting 
the geography of where these facilities can go to those areas. 
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The last thing I think that I have to talk about before we jump in is battery energy storage. We’ve 
recommended in this to limit it to storing the energy generated from the site. We don’t see any 
reason why it needs to have any more capacity than what already can be generated on the site. 
Two years ago – we’ve been doing these for about five years now – I had never even heard of 
battery energy storage. None of the projects that were coming into localities mentioned it. Now 
it’s kind of part and parcel. It’s “accessory” to the primary use of the solar panels. The thing is 
solar panels don’t blow up and catch on fire. Batteries can, and have. I think the most prominent 
incident was in Arizona. So, the recommendations that we’ve put together are based on the best 
practices that we’ve researched. Requiring the industry to communicate with local emergency 

Comm. Huggins: Thank you. That was very informative presentation. I’ve got a couple of 

probably needs to be a sewer line put in along that creek. If you put in this four-square-mile facility 
and the guy, say, on the uphill side of you needs sewer, and you don’t put that sewer line in when 
you build the facility you’re in a difficult position. You almost have to have a lift station to serve 

these solar panel facilities. Could you talk about that a little bit? 

services personnel, so that they know what to do or what not to do in the case of an emergency. 
For example, think of storage containers. They basically look like storage containers. If they’re 
right next to each other, it can leak from one to the other, to the other. If they have a distance 
requirement, it’s harder for that to happen. They have fire suppression systems in them that are 
supposed to automatically activate. What you don’t do is send your firefighters in and they open 
the door to try to suppress the fire that’s inside, let that oxygen in, and then it blows. I think that’s 
what happened, more or less, in Arizona. It’s been an educational curve, but it does seem to be 
prudent to allow for these as part of the utility-scale solar facilities because it allows the operator 
to be able to release the energy when it’s not being generated, so at night basically, and in other 
peak times where they want to be able to release stored energy onto the grid so that it can be 
used. It gives them control, essentially. So we’ve recommendation extensive policies and 
regulations with regard to battery energy storage systems. 
I think that gets us to your part, where you get to fire away and ask me questions. If you could go 
back to slide 2, we will start there. 

questions. I’m a civil engineer. I’m involved in development quite a bit. One of the limitations we 
run into is if a property develops but they don’t take into account the utility needs of the neighbors 
within proper facilities…For instance, if you’ve got a creek running through your site, there 

your property if you’re on the uphill side. Also, the grid system for water and gas and power need 
interconnection to function properly. Have you seen any regulations that address those issues? 
That’s my first question. The second one, I’ve been hearing about heat islands associated with 

Mr. Coffey: Yes, sir. With your first comments, I have not seen that as an issue with the projects 
we’ve been involved with. I can definitely see your point, and I can see how that could potentially 
be an issue, particularly in a more urbanized county. Typically, in the design of these facilities, 
when you have a stream, when you have any kind of significant hydrology like that, first of all, 
you’re not putting the panels in or near the wetlands. There’s usually a setback from the wetlands. 
And then you’re fencing the panels in the pods that you create within the project area. So you 
may have two, three, four, five, seven panel pods within a project area that you’re staying out of 
the creeks, you’re staying out of the wetlands. In doing that, you’re providing wildlife corridors, 
which is highly desirable, but you also, potentially if you needed to run a sewer line through there, 
you could do that. Now, I would say that if you are in an area, for example, that is in, I’ll just call 
it an extra-territorial area outside of the municipal boundary and you’re operating within that 
municipal boundary and let’s say the municipality has said, “Yes, we will agree to this. You can 
have this portion of the facility within the one mile, but in exchange for that, we want utility 
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easements in these areas.” I think that can be negotiated as part of these projects, but I have not 
seen that. I think your point is well taken. 
With regard to heat islands – and I’m going to take heat for this, pardon the pun – but I am not 
aware of valid scientific evidence that shows that the areas where these facilities are located are 
hotter than any other areas. If for whatever reason the area within the facility is hotter, it definitely 
is not the case at the project boundaries or outside of the project boundaries. I have not seen – 
and again, please don’t send me millions of emails – I have not seen evidence that I find to be 
credible to argue that these create heat islands. Cities create heat islands. Asphalt and concrete 
create heat islands. These panels are sucking in the sun’s energy and converting it to electricity, 
and then there’s grass and weeds around it, so no. Heat island is not one of the adverse impacts 
that we aim to mitigate. 
Mr. Pendley: Darren and Mark, I just wanted to mention to Mark, it was a good question that you 
asked about the potential impact for future development. We actually had a good discussion when 
County staff met with some of the city staffs. That was a question that came up from the cities 
about potential need for making allowance for future infrastructure and if we tie up a certain area 
that may need a future sewer line or other improvements, that is a concern from the cities. We 
noted that and I’m sure we’ll hear more about that at the next meeting, but that’s appropriate, too, 
what Darren said. Whether it’s within the one mile as a waiver, or even if it’s beyond the one mile, 
there may be a case where a city may anticipate a future infrastructure improvement in an area 
within a watershed or within a sewer benefit area. As part of the process, I think what we talked 
about was making sure that there was an allowance for easements, as Darren said, for future 
public utilities were needed in future city growth areas. That’s a good point. We will take that into 
consideration and we’ll probably hear more about that with the city discussion. 
Comm. Hutchins: I have a few questions. One question I have, you mention that Johnson County 
being viewed as more of an urban county than a rural county. Is it your opinion that the 
landowner’s rights in Johnson County are different than a county such as Franklin County that 
would be considered more rural? 
Mr. Coffey: No, I think landowner rights are a valid issue no matter where you’re at. I think that in 
land use planning, you’re always running up against the appropriate balance between the public 
good and private property rights. Where do my private property rights begin or end relative to my 
neighbors? What can I do with my property that is acceptable that won’t infringe on my neighbors? 
The whole reason we have zoning in this country is to strike that balance. It’s always a 
conversation. It’s imperfect, but that is the nature of this conversation, which is these are large 
facilities. Should they be permitted? If yes, where should they be located? Should you be able to 
see them? Should they be clustered? Et cetera, et cetera. But the issue of property rights comes 
up in every locality, and it’s a perfectly reasonable debate, but at the end of the day, it’s up to the 
Planning Commission and the Zoning Board and the Board of County Commissioners to figure 
out what that right balance is. 
Comm. Hutchins: My next question is obviously we’re in a growth phase of solar. With your expert 
opinion, where are we at in the growth phase of solar? 
Mr. Coffey: As Johnson County, or as a country? 
Comm. Hutchins: As a country. 
Mr. Coffey: As a country, I think we’re right in the thick of it. Possibly more toward the beginning 
of it, at least in terms of the size and scale of facilities that we’re seeing. I liken this in some ways 
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to back in the 90’s when cell towers were going up everywhere. Everybody needed a cell tower 
everywhere, and a lot of permits were approved and towers were never built. At what point do we 
reach saturation with these facilities? I just don’t know what that answer is. The industry will tell 
you that this infrastructure, the high voltage transmission lines, have a capacity and once you 
reach that capacity, you’re done. Again, that’s not my area of expertise. I would think you could 
increase the capacity, but apparently it sets a limit, probably because of the huge capital 
infrastructure cost it would take to expand that capacity. But there are, from the White House 
down to Governors’ offices, all across the country, there are incentives, there are mandates for 
green energy and to get solar going, and to have our electrical grid based in a significant portion, 

– introduction, growth, maturity and 

a mass scale that’s really going to move the needle. If you want to talk about renewable energy, 

and bigger and to me, that is why it’s important for a locality to at least have the discussion of, 
“Do you want to implement a maximum project size?” Because these things can be 5,000 acres, 
8,000 acres, 12,000 acres. Maybe there are areas where that’s appropriate, but there are a lot of 

on solar power. Johnson County is right at the beginning of it, and how long that will last kind of 
depends on the metrics that maybe are adopted within the county. Yeah, I think we’re in the first 
half of the game, so to speak. 
Comm. Hutchins: So, there’s four phases of an industry 
decline. So, would suggest we’re in the introduction – 
Mr. Coffey: You’re in growth. The country is in growth. 
Comm. Hutchins: Okay. So isn’t it logical to assume that as we start growing this that your land 
masses obviously are going to increase, because we’re beginning to grow this out? 
Mr. Coffey: In terms of project size? 
Comm. Hutchins: In terms of project size, total acre size. I mean, infrastructure size.  You all have 
to start someplace, so I think that at this point in time we’re talking about itty bitty patches here 
and there because everybody is trying to figure it out. But if you’re trying to look at something at 

is it not logical to expect that there’s going to be some very large solar farms in order to make this 
get off the ground? 
Mr. Coffey: That has definitely been the trend we’ve seen in the industry. They’re getting bigger 

areas where that’s probably not appropriate. The question from my standpoint is do you as a 
locality want to spend the time and effort to entertain a facility that large if the answer is, “We don’t 
want them to be that large. We are willing to entertain projects that are 500 acres, 800 acres, 
1,500 acres, 2,000 acres, 3,500 acres. But we are not willing to entertain projects that are going 
to gobble up our future land use opportunities.” That’s a complete judgment of a locality. 
Mr. Hutchins: So, to follow on to that, you’re suggesting we limit the landowners’ capability of 
maximizing their return on their investment, so with your knowledge and your expertise in the 
field, have there been situations where if the cities want to “stage” an area of one mile, two miles, 
three miles, five miles of their city limits, are there examples where the city is reimbursing the 
landowners for that loss of revenue? 
Mr. Coffey: No. It is not a taking. It’s a policy decision for the public good. I know what you’re 
saying. I know what you’re getting at. It’s just simply not the case. You will have owners that say, 
“Well, if you put a facility here and they get the money, then you can’t put another one within two 
miles, which means I’m not going to be able to get the money.” Well, that’s not really the land use 
policy focus of the County. Yes, that might happen. The County is not in the business of picking 
winners and losers. The County is in the business of saying, “This is a big land use, and we want 
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probably don’t want to have them concentrated and all over the place. Some communities don’t 
regulate them. 
Comm. Hutchins: I’m going to try to…I’ve got one more question, and I’ll try to incorporate another 
question in there for you. I’m not sure if you’re familiar with the oil industry in Johnson County, but 
it’s very prevalent, very alive. The first question is who regulates that? And number two, are you 
aware of the terms of those leases? 
Mr. Coffey: I do not know anything about the oil industry, and no. 
Comm. Hutchins: For awareness, the County does not regulate the oil industry which is on the 
farms that the farmers own. It is regulated by the Kansas Corporation Commission. The terms of 
those leases are not ten years. They’re not 20 years. They’re evergreen. Evergreen means that 
they’re forever, so the opportunity here is as long as it’s producing oil, then those leases are still 
intact, so if you would like to buy a property of which there’s oil leases, it’s dependent on that 
person that wants to buy that property to buy out those oil leases. So, I’m struggling here tonight 
trying to understand, why are we trying to regulate something that’s very similar I would say “a 
bird of a feather,” to the oil industry? Why are we trying to recreate the wheel, and do we even 
have jurisdiction to try to manage this? That’s the question I’ve got. I hear the concern about the 
long leases, but the fact of the matter is those same properties that you’re talking about have oil 
leases on a good portion of those. So, this is no different than an oil lease. 
Chairman Iliff: Ladies and gentlemen, we’ve been at this an hour and ten minutes. I think we 
deserve a break, so let’s call a five-minute break and come back as close as you can to five 
minutes after 7:00. Thanks. 
[Break] 
Chairman Iliff: People out in the audience might want to take a seat. Mr. Coffey, are you still there? 
Mr. Coffey: Yes, sir. 
Chairman Iliff: Okay, good. I have a question for you. That is, in Kansas agricultural land is 
assessed at a much lower rate than land that is not in an agricultural setting, and I’m wondering, 
what do other jurisdictions in your experience do with regard to taxation of land that has been 

to regulate it, and here’s how we want to regulate it. Now industry, go forth and do what you will 
within these parameters.” And landowners who benefit, great. But in my opinion, people do not 
have a right to all be able to make money off of a solar farm. Just like not everybody can make 
money off of a cell tower, right? You put a cell tower in somewhere, you’re good for a couple of 
miles. But some people do get to benefit from that. From a public policy standpoint you don’t want 
towers everywhere. You want towers spread out, so that you have coverage, excellent coverage 
for people for cellular service. It’s the same thing here. You want to have clean energy. You want 
to have facilities that are done in a responsible way, but you probably don’t want to have them 
anywhere, you probably don’t want to have them wherever the industry decides is best, and you 

repurposed for utility-scale solar fields? 
Mr. Coffey: I’ll just qualify my answer by saying this starts to get out of the land use category and 
more into a commissioner revenue type category, but typically what you see is if it’s been in land 
use and it’s been subject to some form of tax exemption. Unless there’s something specific in 
Kansas that gives a solar tax exemption, then it would roll out of that land use assessment and it 
would come back onto the tax rolls as either property tax or real estate tax, whatever it’s called. 
There is a machinery and tools or personal property tax for the equipment and then there’s the 
actual land value which is what you’re talking about that does have an increment that increases, 
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and localities do realize that that increased revenue from these projects. There are other ways to 
realize revenue from these projects, but that’s probably more appropriate for another time or for 
a conversation with the Board of County Commissioners. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. 
Comm. Rast: I have some questions. I wanted to dive deeper in the land. The first comment – 
kind of bear with me – I don’t know how many of the Commissioners or the Planners have actually 
driven around the area that is being looked at for this project, but I did spend a good part of 
Saturday driving through that area, and one, it’s absolutely beautiful, so it’s totally worth the drive. 
Beautiful property out there. Rolling hills, very wooded, saw lots of wildlife. Actually, it was a 
beautiful day. But this is kind of what the terrain looks like, and I know our planners are going out 
to Big Horn. This is what their terrain looks like. So I’m somewhat confused – and maybe you can 
help me with this – how does this terrain get to be like this? Are they going to mow the trees 
down? Is there any regulation we put that so much of the land doesn’t get disturbed? Because 
I’ve heard times before where they don’t want to build berms because that disrupts the land too 
much, but do these companies come in and grate the land, flatten the land, tear down the trees? 
Because when you look at the aerial maps of a  lot of this property, there’s just strips of beautiful, 
wooded property all along. To me it seems like to make it useful, they’re going to have to mow 
that down. 
The other question would be, since the terrain is not flat and it’s rolling hills, even if they put the 
solar panels up on the higher hills, how are you going to not see that if you’re at a lower elevation? 
Can you kind of explain a little bit more in detail of when one of these companies comes in and 
how they actually prepare the land, especially in land like this? Because then I went home and 
Googled every solar farm over 1,000 acres, and they were all on flat, desert, like nowhere around 
area, and they were just side-by-side smashed in there. I’m not against renewable energy. I think 
it can be a great thing, but it needs to be in the right place, and I’m questioning, is this the right 
place? The land is beautiful, and I just don’t see it fitting in there. If you could just let me know, 
tell us all, how do they come in here and make this work? 
Mr. Coffey: I assume that questions is directed to me? 
Ms. Rast: Yes. 
Mr. Coffey: They can put projects on a pretty wide variety of topography. They prefer flat. They 
prefer gently sloped. They do tend to avoid steeper slopes. They don’t want to have to grade any 
more than necessary because it’s expensive. But they can lay these projects out pretty creatively. 
Localities that are concerned about their natural resources have put either policies or regulations 
or both that say, “You will avoid, or you will not locate in forest or timberland.” So, if somebody 
had a forest and they timbered it and then they come and say, “Hey we’ve got a blank slate. We 
want to do a solar farm.” It was timbered. It’s timberland. We have other localities that say, “We 
don’t want our prime agricultural land impacted.” So there’s a USDA definition of what prime 
agricultural land is, and most counties that sets aside a subsection of the ag, so that it would be 
protected, and those areas you would not be permitted to put these facilities in. In one county that 
we’re working in – and this may very well apply to you guys as well – the whole county is a 
breadbasket. The whole county is basically prime ag land, so they have to soften that regulation 
to say no more than – I don’t remember what it was – five percent total of prime ag land in the 
county will be used for utility-scale solar facilities. So that is how localities have handled it. They 
can go in and take out all the trees and vegetation. Ideally, they won’t if these regulations are in 
place and they mandate clear buffers. Natural screening is a type of buffer and screening. It’s 
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Ms. Rast: Okay, so that would be something that we just make sure we put the policies in that 
they can only do so much disruption. Because I would also think…I know one of the articles that 
we got basically described the detrimental impacts on areas to the microhabitat, the micro bird 
mortality, and all those areas. I would just think when you’re already going into an area that’s full 
of creeks and is wooded, that’s going to be a high habitat area. So, it’s just more makes sure the 
policy is in there that if they came to a certain property they don’t have full access to just destroy 
it, basically, to set up their panels how they wish. Is that what I’m hearing correctly? 
Mr. Coffey: Yeah, so the intent of the whole use process, this whole discretionary process is to 
be able to have that conversation with the applicant, get the application to a point where it could 
be approved, and if any of those issues aren’t sufficiently mitigated, then you just deny it, or 
recommend denial. 
Comm. Rast: Okay, and then I have one more question on a different note. I know we talked 
about batteries, but will there also be the inverters, or GSU, on part of these projects? Has that 
been talked about or brought up? 
Mr. Coffey: There are the solar panels. There are the substations, transformers, power lines and 
battery storage. And then there may be other related facilities – roadways, et cetera. But those 
are the basic categories of equipment. 
Comm. Rast: Okay, so my understanding is a group of arrays will attach to inverters, and then 
the inverters go to the substations or the GSUs, correct? 
Mr. Coffey: Yes. 
Comm. Rast: All of that is considered part of the project? 
Mr. Coffey: Yes. 
Comm. Rast: From a noise standpoint, do you know what the typical inverters decibel sound is 
when it’s running? 
Mr. Coffey: It’s like a pretty quiet air conditioning unit. 

more cost effective, hopefully, for them to just leave those areas alone, and then just put the 
panels in other areas. But when an application comes in, you’re looking at the topography. You’re 
looking at where they’re proposing the panel placement. You’re potentially requiring them to do a 
visual simulation from various points offsite to see how it might impact scenic viewsheds or 
recreational, cultural or other important historical features. There’s a lot of analysis that can go 
into this. You’re making sure that if it is approved in an area that it won’t have major negative 
impacts. The whole bottom line with any land use is how do you sufficiently mitigate the adverse 
impacts? If you can’t, then maybe you shouldn’t approve the application, but if you can and the 
applicant is okay with those conditions, then there’s a potential win-win scenario. 

Comm. Rast: The industry standard, some of them were 60 to 70 decibels when they run. 
Mr. Coffey: I was standing next to one the other week, and I was right next to it, and it was just 
humming like an A/C unit would hum, and if I would have gone to the property line, I wouldn’t 
have heard anything. 
Comm. Rast: Okay, and then one other question about that. The panels – are we assuming that 
these panels are panels that are stationary, or can they be panels that rotate and move? 
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Mr. Coffey: They can be fixed. They can be single axis or dual axis. There may be other types of 
axes, but typically the industry standard is that they will rotate to follow the sun, because that’s 
how they maximize their efficiency. I guess the downside to that is anything that you have that 
has moving parts is subject to breaking. For example, the site that I was on, there were some 
panels and some rows that were still pointed west, and it was in the morning, so they were just 
stuck, so that they capture the afternoon sun, but they’re not doing anything for the morning sun. 
the other ones were pointed east and would slowly rotate as the sun rotates. The dual-access, 
those are the industry standard, because they want it to collect energy the whole time the sun is 
shining. 
Comm. Rast: Okay, and thank you for your presentation and your perspective. Everybody who is 

the grid, and it’s gone. It goes wherever the demand is. To say that it’s serving Johnson County, 

country, is putting out RFPs and they’re under incentives or mandates to provide green energy, 
and solar is a significant component of that. Wind would be another component. 

registered speakers if we keep it to two minutes. 

a part of this, I encourage you to go drive the area around it, through it, everything, so you know 
the difference, and then go home and Google thousand-acre large-scale solar farms, and look at 
the difference and decide. Are we comparing apples to apples here? Thank you. 
Comm. Downing: The question I have is I was under the impression that if you put power into the 
grid, it goes anywhere in the grid, so why wouldn’t you go to land that’s less valuable to seat 
something like this? I mean, if this was…They’re always in the desert or something because it 
can be used for anything. Is there anything magic about where this is placed? Does that power 
then come into Johnson County and get used here? I’m not aware of that, but is that something 
that is true? 
Mr. Coffey: Yeah, by and large, unless you’re doing a community-scale solar facility where you 
have subscribers signing up and the power is going to go to those civic structures, nine times out 
of ten, as far as the best of my knowledge, with these utility-scale solar facilities it’s going onto 

some of it is I’m sure, but it’s going wherever the demand is. It’s going to Kansas City. It’s going 
to Kalamazoo. It’s going wherever. So, where they locate, and why wouldn’t they locate on 
cheaper land somewhere? I have no idea about the economics of that side of the industry, but I 
do know just about every energy company in the country, if not every energy company in the 

Chairman Iliff: I’m going to take a couple more questions from the Commission. Then I want to 
open it to the public. We’d like to close the meeting by 8:30 tonight. I think we can do that with the 

Comm. Levin: Most of my questions have already been asked, but there was one – and I 
apologize, I believe the Commissioners would agree – there has been a ton of reading involved 
in this, and I may have missed this, but the transmission lines that go from the actual facility to 
the power grid, has it been your experience that when these projects are done that there are 
regulations that are incorporated on how those are laid out or where they are put? The example 
being, if there’s one landowner that goes with this project, but then there’s three landowners next 
to him that don’t, how do they get the transmission lines mounted and connect the power to the 
grid? Are there regulations put in to see how that’s actually routed? 
Mr. Coffey: That is a very good question. One of the reason that we recommend limiting projects 
within a certain distance of existing transmission lines is when there’s new transmission lines put 
in to get the energy from the facility to the grid, they’re called gen-tie lines. When those gen-ties 
lines go in, basically the industry has to get easements for what properties that will cross to get 
from Point A to Point B, and that is not necessarily been part of the Conditional Use Permit. 
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put in substantially in accord with that concept plan, and if something were to change, then they 
would have to go back through the process again, which nobody ever wants to do. If the project 
is approved, they have every incentive to go ahead and try to secure the easements for that part 
of the facility. 
Comm. Levin: Thank you. 
Comm. Neese: Mr. Chairman, I realize you want to get out of here at 8:30, but I think I’d like a 
couple questions, and I would hope that there are going to be questions coming pretty quick, so 
I hope you would indulge me. This is a study session, and when I was teaching school, you studied 
by asking questions and trying to get answers. I would request that the staff…That was an 
excellent map that he had showing the buffer area one mile from the existing city limits. Would it 
be possible to create another map? Because I don’t think we have that. At least I hadn’t seen that 
before in our handouts. Could we maybe have a map showing that maybe two miles and three 
miles? 
Mr. Coffey: I think staff might have a slide or two down on in the presentation that shows that. 
Comm. Neese: You don’t have to get it now. Just for future reference, if you would, I’d appreciate 
it. 
Mr. Leipzig: Mr. Neese, I was going to say, in our discussion with the cities we have already 
developed the map that you request, the one-and-a-half mile, two miles. We haven’t’ done a three-
mile yet, but I believe we could do that. We anticipate that the discussion we have on the 28th 

we’ll be looking at that growth area with the city. Also, we want to look at the population growth of 
each city and incorporate that and have that kind of analysis and see what that would look like as 
well. 
Comm. Neese: That kind of begs the question. Have you gotten the potential growth areas of the 
cities within this area? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yes. 
Comm. Neese: Do you know what they are? Could we get those before you decide…you went 
from 1,000 to 2,000 acres? 

Obviously, it’s part of it in the sense that if you grant the CUP, that’s going to be a component of 
it that goes in, but in terms of property owners as part of the project, I don’t think those properties 
are always included as part of it. It’s just a matter of the industry says, “Here’s where we’d like to 
do it,” and they’ve got to negotiate the easement to get from Point A to Point B. That is definitely 
an aspect of these facilities that I’ve not dealt with a ton, but from a land use standpoint, there are 
pretty significant impacts to creating new high voltage transmission lines. They’re in the air, and 
they’re running across roads, and they’re over the river and through the woods to the existing 
transmission lines we go. There is an impact. They should be generally laid out per the conditional 
use permit application. You could have a condition in that application that says that they will be 

Mr. Leipzig: We have, Commissioner. That’s one of the things we’ve looked at is how that growth 
area and how that fits in with this 2,000-acre requirement, what that would look like and how 
restrictive that would be. So, yes. We can talk about that in detail, and also looking at the future 
projections for that city as the population grows over the next 10 years, to 20 years, to 30 or 40. 
Comm. Neese: We’ll be able to see that map on the next work session? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yes. 
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Comm. Neese: Thank you. From the consultant, could you tell me, have there been any turn-
downs? Because when I looked at their map I haven’t looked at a lot of them – maybe we’re in 
counties…I know the county, Sedgwick County, just said, “No wind farms. Period.” Can’t have 
any wind farms. Has there been anybody that in an area that is populated with as little agriculture 
area as our area that just said, “You can’t have these?” Or where there are a lot of 75, 80, under 
80, 100-acre facilities where they’ve said, “Hey, let’s don’t worry about the big ones. We need to 
make them smaller.” Has there been any turn-down? And has there been anyone saying, “We 
need to have them in here, but we need to restrict them to small size?” 
Mr. Coffey: I’m sure there are localities that have said, “This is not a land use that we want, and 

an existing residential neighborhood that has 20,000 square-foot lots, 10 acres is a lot, but if 

Chairman to be upset with me for taking too much time. My next question is, one of the statements 
that you made was, the staff started off with 1,000 acres and after discussion with the applicant 
and the public, they went to 2,000 acres. I don’t remember, I mean, I remember having a 

2,000 acres. So there wasn’t any input that I’m aware of. Am I wrong? Jay, just tell me. 

it is not in our regulations. We didn’t envision it. It’s not in our Comprehensive Plan, and after 
we’ve fairly considered the matter, we’ve decided that we don’t want to accommodate these land 
uses.” When Berkley Group has been engaged by clients sometimes that is the question that’s 
on the table, but then ultimately they’ve decided that they will consider them “under these 
parameters” which they then hammer out and we help them do that, similar to this process. The 
history of these facilities is that they were smaller, and there are localities that have the limited to 
300 or 500 acres. You could have them so that they were permitted at 80 acres or 70 acres. 
Comm. Neese: There are a lot of smaller ones all over Florida. 
Mr. Coffey: A lot of smaller ones. One of the things that we do as part of this process is we define 
small, medium and large solar facilities. The utility-scale solar is the largest. Medium, we tend to 
say, “Look, it can have similar impacts, but it’s between one and ten acres.” So it’s still going to 
go through a use permit process, but it may very well be able to be permitted easier than a utility-
scale solar facilities, but it’s still a large facility, potentially, in certain areas. If you’re adjacent to 

you’re not near that, then maybe it isn’t. We also try to make it clear if you’re small-scale solar, 
it’s about right. 
Comm. Neese: I’m going to interrupt you, because I think I got the idea, and I don’t want the 

discussion about 1,000 acres. There was some discussion with staff that said they thought that 
was reasonable. I don’t remember any public input unless it was in your office. Then it went to 

Mr. Leipzig: Mr. Neese, I will tell you in terms of the initial review as we started to kind of think 
about this and look at the feasibility given our growth patterns in the county, 1,000 acres, we kind 
of threw that out there and talked to the Berkley Group about that. However, 1,000 acres, I’ll just 
tell you the thought process I had through going through this and thinking about it more. I was 
thinking that was contiguous 1,000 acres. But when you start looking at the other requirements 
that we have with the coverage percentages, you can have noncontiguous parcels located less 
than a half-mile away, and still be part of that 2,000 acres. That’s when we started to kind of re-
think that a little bit. We put 2,000 acres in there to get additional comment, but the original idea 
of 1,000 acres was more, at least in my mind and I think in staff’s mind, that was contiguous. As 
we started to look at other…that we would include other parcels if they’re located a half-mile away, 
and also this idea of a project extent that the consultant mentioned. Then, 2,000 acres doesn’t 
seem as large in thinking about that. 
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for years, but the new technology came along and now his income has gone down to nothing, 
and the wind farms that are on his existing property are not used very much, because the new 
technology ten miles away is more efficient. So the company running that is using the other facility. 
I’m real concerned about what happens at the end of 40 years and how you really figure out the 
financing of taking care of this. Two things. Junk when something breaks, where are they going 
to pile it? Where are they going to put it, and so on and so forth? How long is it going to be there? 
And two, a real specific detailed analysis to tell us how to finance the take-down of this thing in 
40 years. It’s not going to be 20 years. The County Commissioners got the…to turn it down after 
20 years. It’s going to go 40 years. 
Chairman Iliff: I have to interrupt you here. This is a work session tonight. The public has been 
here a long time. There will be plenty of time for the Commission weight with their conclusions at 
the end of this process, so I would ask you to refrain from giving all of the right now, so we can 
turn to the members of the public and make comments. 
Comm. Neese: Okay, I’ve two quick things. 
Chairman Iliff: Please. 
Comm. Neese: Okay. The salvage and how it’s taken care of at the end of the deal, all I’m saying 
is we need to have that defined for us. We really haven’t heard that. The other thing that I would 
like for maybe Legal when we have our other working session is if we allow this and it goes in the 
way it’s written now, as a zoning board member, how can we work around if somebody wants to 
put one of these that’s 400 or 500 acres in a growth area that’s in the county? As a zoning board 
member, I think we need to know that, and I think that’s an important question, because they’re 
not all going to 2,000 acres. Somebody has a 500 acres or 200 acres or 300 acres in a growth 
area of Gardner, and the zoning board, if it meets the regulations, how do we deny that? Or can 
we deny it? So that’s a question I have. The only other thing I would just say that I own a little 
property, not nearly as much as some people here, and I’m a landowner advocate, but I want to 
say this. We don’t allow hog farms, and there’s lots of things that come to the zoning boards that 
we only allow three, four or five or 10,000 years to be in existence, so I think that this is something 
that we’re not out of line telling a landowner that he has to meet the regulations that County 
Commissioners ultimately pass. 

Comm. Neese: Thank you. My thought is if you start off with 2,000 acres and you go two miles 
and you can another 2,000 acres, and so on and so forth. It’s just not 2,000. I’m not so concerned 
about the location of this particular project that’s proposed. I think we as a group here have to 
look at the potential of what it does to the county for the next 40 years. It’s not this one specific 
family that owns this property, so I’m not concerned so much about whether it’s hilly, rolling or 
whatever on this property. I’m personally concerned about what happens for the whole 40 years 
to the county with the land we’ve got left. Replacement of junk. I’ll just tell you, a good friend of 
mine owns several thousand acres in Texas, and he has two things. He’s got solar energy and 
he also has a wind farm. When he started the wind farms, he had a real good income off of that 

Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Mr. Neese. I’m going to open this now to the public. We will alternate, 
if you don’t mind, between people who are present here and would like to come to the microphone 
and people who are on Zoom. Having not done this before, I’m not exactly sure how this is going 
to work, but if we could, who is the first person who is signed up  who is here in the room? 
Ms. Davis: That would be Greg Cromer. 
Chairman Iliff: Mr. Cromer and everyone subsequent to you, if you would give us your name and 
your address, please. 
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Greg Cromer, 7527 West 140th Street, Overland Park, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 
Mr. Cromer: Thank you, Commissioners. I am glad to have the opportunity to speak. You heard 
me last month. I gave a very quick five-minute testimony last time, covered a lot of things. The 
one thing that keeps circling back in my mind is how did this ever get started and pushed forward? 
Because I can’t find any…it seems the Commission – this is not disrespect for anyone serving up 
here, please – but it doesn’t seem like anyone here said, “Okay, let’s move forward with solar. 
Let’s get this thing going.” Who made that decision? Who said, “Let’s roll with this. Let’s start 
getting solar in Johnson County?” Was that Mr. Leipzig, or was that the Chairman of the Board of 
County Commissioners? I can’t find anywhere where it said, “Okay, we’ve decided – and who is 
we? – to move forward with this.” That concerns me, because something of this magnitude if 
you’re going to make a decision of this magnitude…Hog farming was given as an example. If 
somebody wanted to open a 3,000-acre hog farm, you’d probably say, “Hey, public, what do you 
think about this before we decide to start creating zoning regulations for it?” You’d probably want 
some input. Should we even move forward? So, what I’m suggesting as my time is running down 
is to be open to the whole idea and concept that you can say no. The Southwest Area Plan 
probably spent as much man hours trying to put that together – and I’m not even sure if that’s 
finished yet – but it doesn’t coincide with this project. And yet, it can be swept away and this can 
be used in its place, and I just don’t understand that. Somebody made a decision, “Let’s roll with 
this. Let’s move forward.” There was no public input whatsoever, and nobody seems to take credit 
for it. Something of this magnitude, it just boggles my mind that this even is at the stage that we’re 
at right now. So, I’d like to have that question answered if I can and then also if you’re going to 
go out and see the place in Pueblo, can you make some time to hear from people that didn’t like 
it? 
Chairman Iliff: Mr. Cromer, your time is up, please. 
Mr. Cromer: Thank you, sir. Make time for them, too. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. Do we have somebody on Zoom now? 
Ms. Davis: Jim Carpenter. 
Jim Carpenter, Douglas County Planning Commission, appeared before the Planning 
Commission via Zoom and made the following comments: 

Mr. Carpenter: I’m just here to observe. I have no comments tonight. 
Chairman Iliff: Okay, thank you. We’ll give your time to somebody else. Thank you very much. 
Back to members who are present here in the audience, who is next? 
Ms. Davis: That would be Jane Knoche. 
Jane Knoche, 23535 West 74th Street, Shawnee, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 

Ms. Knoche: Good evening. I spoke at the last meeting and I want to say that I’m very glad to see 
that you guys are going to go and take a site visit. I think you’re going to be quite educated and 
learn a lot more about the solar industry, solar farms. You’re going to see one that has apparently 
been put in service in the last five years, so you’re going to see a lot of the latest technology and 
be able to determine the myths versus the facts that are to there. I would also like to focus on 
what your consultant talked about, about aspirational versus operational regulations. I see quite 
a bit of aspirational regulations in these policies, where it’s trying to narrow a lot of things down, 
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and it needs to, in order to one-size-fits-all, and it does that. For things like term length, we’ve 
already talked about 20 years. At 20 years you’re going to do a pencil-whipping and if you approve 
this, re-approve it again for another 20 years. So from an operational and business standpoint, 
you need to consider 25 to 30 years for the permit for this. The landscaping and the screening 
regulations proposed seem rather narrow to me. Wildlife corridors are really there for endangered 
species. I don’t think you’re going to see an [inaudible] that would have that many endangered 
species in Johnson County. The landscaping should be more specific. If you have screening or 
just hedge rows and vegetation, then having berms, having fencing along small rural roads, that 
seems to be very much an increased liability on it. I also want to come back and say that this is 
appropriate use for agri-business, solar farming is, in rural Johnson County and it’s an appropriate 
location in rural Johnson County. Thank you for your time. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Ms. Kanoche. Next person on Zoom? 
Ms. Davis: Steven Clark. 
Steven Clark, 3422 Kensington Ct., El Dorado Hills, California, appeared before the Planning 
Commission via Zoom and made the following comments: 

Mr. Clark: I thank you for the opportunity to speak. As a brief into, my wife and I were both raised 
in Johnson County. We both attended Kansas State University. We raised our three children in 
Johnson County and lived there for over 40 years. I have my engineering degree from K-State, 
worked in the power generation field for over 40 years, including 20 with Black and Veatch in 
Overland Park. I worked on virtually every type of power plant, including coal, nuclear, natural gas 
and renewable energy. I know the pros and cons of each type. For the past 13 years I’ve worked 
exclusively on solar photovoltaic power plants, every aspect of them. My experience includes 
dozens of utility-scale PV facilities located across the U.S., including the most stringent regulatory 
environments in California. I’ve also had work in North Carolina and Virginia, so I know the 
background your consultant has. I’m very experienced in permitting of solar plants and permit 
compliance. I’ve testified at public hearings and prepared permit applications. Based on my 
experience, I can tell you that the solar power plants are the least impactful plants of any type. 
They’re clean, renewable, cost effective, commercially-proven. They are very quiet. They’re 
emissions-free. Their visual impact is low because the structures are low. They can be graded 
with minimal disturbance of the land. Wetlands, including creeks and wooded areas along creeks, 
are avoided. I can also tell you that of the dozens of projects I’ve worked on, the draft requirements 
put before you by the consultant are unusually restrictive, excessive and unique. I’ve never seen 
many of these before, including the short 20-year term for a CUP. I’d be happy to speak with you 
more and explain this in great detail and answer any questions you might have. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you for your presentation and for giving us your address, so that we can get 
in touch with you if we need to. Thank you. Next person? 
Ms. Davis: That will be Mike Young. 
Mike Young, 17035 County Line Road, Edgerton, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 

Mr. Young: My property is dead center of all the property that’s been leased for this. You all know 
this solar farm is the wrong thing for where they have proposed to put it. There are large solar 
farms like this one in Arizona, Utah, California, all in the desert. The one in California, they 
downsized because it they were worried about it harming the desert turtles. If you all feel like you 
have to do this in the name of progress or clean air or global warming, do it on land that has 
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already been abused, like the Sunflower Ammunition Plant. In my understanding there’s 9,000 
acres at the Sunflower Ammunition Plant, and 4,500 acres of it has already been cleaned up. I’m 
assuming that the other 4,500 has to be cleaned up by the State or whatever, but it’s a large 
enough area for this that you could put it in the center of it, and nobody would be bothered by it. 
It’s just big business that’s doing this. It’s big money trying to say by doing this they’re going to 
save the planet or whatever. Doc Knoche is getting ready to speak, and he is probably the largest 
landowner out there. He owns like 1,200 acres out there, and it’s going right down 175th, on both 
sides of 175th, pretty much a mile north or south of there and a mile west of County Line Road, 
and a mile to mile-and-a-half to the east of County Line Road. I’m sure they promised him a large 

Chairman Iliff: All right Thank you for making things a little quicker. Appreciate it. 
Ms. Davis: The next person will be Marvin Knoche. 

Chairman Iliff: All right. Thank you, Mr. Knoche. Next person here in the audience? 
Ms. Davis: That would be Robert Knoche. 

made the following comments: 

sum of money or whatever to lease his property, and I think it’s probably been under for three 
years or so now, because I talked to Barbara Brechheisen [phonetic], which is another one of my 
neighbors and one of his relatives. 
Chairman Iliff: Your time’s up, sir. Next person on Zoom. 
Ms. Davis: The next person to speak is Sharon Ashworth. 
Sharon Ashworth, appeared before the Planning Commission via Zoom and made the following 
comments: 

Ms. Ashworth: Hello. I’m a member of the Lawrence, Douglas County Planning Commission. I’m 
just here to observe and have no comment at this time. Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. Next person from the audience here? 
Ms. Davis: That will be Carlene Thompson. 

[the speaker passed] 

Robert Knoche, 238 N. Maple, Gardner, Kansas, appeared before the Planning Commission and 

Mr. Knoche: It was July 11th we signed a contract with NextEra for four years, kind of a deal while 
this is being decided, and then it goes on for 20 years plus three five-year extensions. In August 
or September, Water District No. 7 came up with wanting an easement to put a water line in, and 
we were in a position we could have not done that, but I worked with NextEra. They discouraged 
me how far back this line is from their property or how much it was going to take up, but anyway, 
we’ve got over two miles of water line that’s already been put in, and if you go out there you can 
still see how far back it is. Somebody that spoke here a while ago, they’re getting water right now, 
and most of the people that are complaining about this are, on this water line, and we could have 
kept that from happening, but we thought that was the right thing to do. The water line is in, and 
they have the opportunity of hooking up to that water line, and I think they should appreciate that. 
Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Dr. Knoche. 
Ms. Davis: The next person to speak is Alan Glassic. 
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Mr. Alan Glassic [phonetic], appeared before the Planning Commission via Zoom and made the 
following comments: 

Mr. Glassic: I’m an observer from Pueblo, Colorado, and I’m just interested in how you’re handling 
your regulations. 
Chairman Iliff: Okay. Thank you very much. Next person from the audience here? 
Ms. Davis: The next person will be William Wilkins. 
William Wilkins, 700 Universe Blvd, Juno Beach, Florida, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 

Mr. Wilkins: Thanks for the opportunity again. I’d like to highlight that solar development does not 
limit future development. It is development. Our project that we’re proposing is a $300 million 
capital investment in the state of Kansas. It would have significant economic benefits both during 
construction and during operations, including paying property taxes and additional revenue for 
Johnson County that can be used for local roads, schools, services and other reasons. I’d like to 
thank the consultant for their input, but I’d like to address some of the points that they made. Solar 
has been equated with industrial use, which includes smells, noise and other different visual 
effects, which a solar farm does not have. Additional screening requirements for the entire project 
are really unrealistic. What other land use requires 100 percent screening? Especially when on 
low-use roads, and it’s unnecessary and can significantly increase cost and make a project 
unviable? There’s a few things I’d like to address to some of the Commissioners’ questions. Just 
the point about transmission. Energy enters the grid at the point of interconnection. In this case, 
for our project in particular, that would be at the West Gardner Substation. That would go through 
the Evergy distribution network. And why Johnson County? We provided feedback in the handout. 
I know there’s a lot of information to read through, but primarily because of proximity to large load, 
which is this area – Kansas City, suburban Kansas City – that avoids transmission system 
congestion. Projects located in more austere areas are exposed to significant transmission losses 
because of the distance that the power often has to travel. I would like to – 
Chairman Iliff: I’m sorry. You’re out of time. 
Mr. Wilkins: I understand. Thank you for the time and opportunity to continue to work with staff 
and the Planning Commission. Thank you. 
Ms. Davis: I was trying to ask if she wanted to speak, but I’m going to go ahead and unmute her, 
C. Elaine Giessel. 
Elaine Giessel, 11705 West 101st Terrace, Overland Park, appeared before the Planning 
Commission via Zoom and made the following comments: 
Ms. Giessel: I am representing the local group of Sierra Club tonight. We submitted written 
comments but past the 2:00 deadline apparently, even though the website said otherwise. We do 
support utility-scale solar facilities. I did have one point of clarification, perhaps you could answer. 
That is, when you limit the extent of a facility, does that stop at county line, and can Douglas 
County then extend it beyond your limits? The other thing I would suggest is buffers and setbacks 
need to be considered not just for municipal areas, but for parkland. Johnson County Park District 
owns quite a bit of parkland at Kill Creek, at Timber Ridge Adventure Center. Also, we’re 
supposed to get land at Sunflower Army Ammunition Plant once it’s cleaned up, another 2,000 
acres. It appears that the Big Bull Creek area would be protected by the municipal buffers, but 
not these other parkland areas, which do need to have some consideration for public use there. I 
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appreciate the consultant’s report very much, a lot of good information. I especially like his referral 
of working with our first responders. I serve on the local LAPC, and it’s very clear that they would 
need to have access to property in case of an emergency and know how to handle it. I’m finished. 
Thank you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. 
Ms. Davis: The next person will be Rob and Sharmen McCollum. 
Rob and Sharmen McCollum, 15215 Edgerton Road, Gardner, Kansas, appeared before the 
Planning Commission and made the following comments: 

noise and the filth and all that, we’d live in the city. What you are proposing will terribly disrupt 

hotter. Supposedly this will be green. The only green that’s going to happen here is the green 
that’s lining pockets of people who will get money. You’re not promising that we’ll get the energy 
from it. We just have to put up with it. What will happen to these green solar panels when their 

that can’t be recycle. What will happen to this ground when you’ve plundered it – 
Chairman Iliff: Your time is up. Do you want to cede your time to your husband? 
Ms. McCollum: Please vote no. 

Ms. McCollum: Now we get four minutes, correct? Because there’s two of us. 
Chairman Iliff: How about we take it one at a time? 
Ms. McCollum: First of all I’d like to know how many of you pro-solar farm out there actually live 
in our neighborhood. Raise your hand. 
Chairman Iliff: I’m sorry. I’m not going to ask people in the audience to do that. 
Ms. McCollum: I just want somebody to tell me, how many where this is proposed? All right. My 
speech. In the Declaration of Independence we read, “He has plundered our seas, ravaged our 
coast, burned our towns and destroyed the lives of our people.” These words were written by the 
people of this land many years ago as they struggled for independence from the tyranny of the 
King of England. Perhaps there’s a parallel for us today. We live in the country for a variety of 
reasons. We want to enjoy the beauty of the creation, have elbow room, our own piece of property 
away from the city and all of its turmoil and everything, and enjoy a quiet life. If we wanted the 

this. It will plunder, ravage and destroy what we have. It may even burn, as this can happen with 
solar farms. It is said that these so-called farms can cause a rise in temperature as the wind blows 
across it. We already get a south wind to our place as it is, and this will probably just make it 

lifespan is over? Maybe they’ll go into the ground like some of these big solar turbine things do 

Mr. McCollum: My biggest question was, is this a done deal, and apparently it’s been being paid 
for three years? There’s been people receiving money already for their land? We just found out 
that some of it was signed in July or something. That question, I guess, has been answered. This 
is just nothing but more of an exercise in futility. Some of the questions about the cleanup. They 
can’t clean the windmill stuff up. How are they going to clean this stuff up? All you do is just dig a 
deeper hole and bury it. The Sunflower Plant originally was supposed to go back to the original 
owners. They trashed the land so much nobody knows how to clean that up. We live a mile-and-
a-half south of that plant. Our water is high in nitrates, and old people and babies can’t drink it. I 
don’t know how old, old is, but apparently I may have reached it. There’s no benefits to our bills 
for giving up our land and wildlife area. You’re just eliminating more area for the deer to be in. Are 
we going to have a shoot to get rid of some of these deer, or are we just going to take them out 
with our cars? I already did that once. I do ride a motorcycle. I don’t want to hit a deer with a 
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motorcycle. But restricting the wildlife runs, because apparently these are going to be fenced in. 
And what about CARNP? Is it on the back burner now? They were going to take all of the road 
along Edgerton Road except for like a foot within my front door with CARNP. Is that gone now? 
Chairman Iliff: Your time’s up, sir. Thank you. 
Ms. Davis: Next on the list is Donna Goatsman [phonetic]. [no response] All right, we will move 
on. The next person here in person is Alan and Mary Anglyn. 
Alan and Mary Anglyn, 15215 Edgerton Road, Gardner, Kansas, appeared before the Planning 
Commission and made the following comments: 

Mr. Anglyn: I urge you to reject massive solar facilities for Johnson County. With our growth and 
development, it’s just the wrong place and the wrong time. In our last meeting here in August, 
there will be 400,000 additional people over the next 20 years. These people need places to move 
to. They’re going to need places to live, parks, businesses to support them and things like that. 
This area of Johnson County is a great place for them to be able to expand into where this 
proposed project is. I also suggest that you look at the combination of what’s proposed in Johnson 
County with what’s proposed in Eastern Douglas County. It’s one project. Next Era wants 2,000 
in Johnson County. The last meeting they suggested 3,000 acres in Johnson County. Well on the 
Douglas County side, its 1,000 acres under panels, and they have supported raising that limit so 
there would be no limit at all on the Douglas County side. So, we could be looking at a project 
that could be as big as 4,000, 5,000 acres. That’s seven or eight square miles. That’s huge in this 
area and would block a lot of growth. It would impact homeowner values. Solar energy developers 
tout that utility-scale solar has no negative impact on homeowners, but if you looked close in some 
of the studies, you’ll see some interesting information. One extensive study from the University of 
Texas looked at 956 solar installations. Out of those only 27 were utility-scale solar. But out of 
those 27, some of the things that they found in their comments were closer proximity to an 
installation is associated with more negative impacts of property value, as is larger installation 
size. In general, the installation of a solar facility on land that was previously more appealing, is 
opined to have a negative impact. We would all probably all nod our heads about those things. In 
their summary results in 100-megawatt solar installation category, the average estimated impacts 
were a 10-percent decline in value within 100 feet of the facility with a maximum impact of 32-
percent decline, and 8-percent decline within 500 feet, with a maximum impact of negative 30-
percent, a six-percent decline within 1,000 feet and maximum impact of 25-percent decline. Thank 
you. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you, Mr. Anglyn. 
Ms. Davis: The last person we have on Zoom is Jeff Johnson. 
[no response] 
Ms. Davis: I’m going to assume that they did not want to speak. The next person, Larry and S. 
Renee Sterm [phonetic]. 
[no response] 
Chairman Iliff: I don’t see any action out in the hallway, so apparently they’ve left. 
Ms. Davis: That’s all I have. 
Comm. Rast: Since we had some cancellations, do we get to ask another question? It’s quick. 
Thank you, perfect. I do want to clarify, because other people had brought it up and I had wanted 
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completely separate, but certainly that would good discussion for the next meeting. 
Comm. Rast: So we probably just put a policy in place that the project has to end at county lines? 
Mr. Pendley: No. 
Comm. Rast: Well, we could. It could be an option, right? 
Mr. Pendley: Certainly. There could be a – 
Comm. Rast: Yeah, it could be an option. We could just say the project has to end at county lines 
to keep it – 
Mr. Pendley: But I think from a legal standpoint, you would absolutely want to engage the legal 
staffs of both counties to see. I don’t know if that can actually do anything that would prohibit 
anything within another county. Everything that we have will be exclusively to Johnson County. 
Comm. Rast: Okay, and we’re the Planning Commission of Johnson County, so we could make 
policy pertaining to Johnson County. 
Mr. Pendley: Just Johnson County, yes. 
Comm. Rast: Perfect. 
Ms. Miller: I had discussions with the Legal Department, and we cannot in any way prohibit 
anything occurring in Douglas County. 
Comm. Rast: Oh no, I get that. We don’t have to prohibit. We don’t have to talk about Douglas 
County. We can just say…I’m sure there’s policy that allows it to have the ramifications of staying 
within Johnson County, since that’s what we’re making guidelines and policy on. We can discuss 
it next time. 
Chairman Iliff: Let me just say, we don’t have to conclude immediately, but I want to express my 
appreciation for members of the audience here for the civility that they’ve shown each other and 
for their comments and keeping them within the boundaries of civility so that it makes it possible 
to have a decent conversation about this or any other public issue. A number of things. I know 
we’re asked by members of the general public questions. This isn’t really an opportunity time for 

to ask it as well. I do think there needs to be clarification of how this project does work when it 
crosses the county lines. So, the maximum extent of the project, is that going to stay within the 
project even if it crosses county lines? That needs to be known. People need to know that upfront. 
That’s a huge deal. 
Mr. Pendley: We anticipate to have representatives from Douglas County at the next meeting, the 
study session on September 28th. I don’t think it’s been determined exactly. This is a very unique 
situation where we have a project that could potentially encroach two different counties. I don’t 
think we have anything listed in our regulations that will cover Douglas County. That would be 

us to give answers to some of those questions, but I will say that one question that came up was 
something like, “Is this a done deal?” or “How did this come about?” and the simple fact of the 
matter is nothing is a done deal here. These are all open hearings, and I hope most of the 
Commissioners – I suspect all of them – approach this with an open mind. 
Secondly, the question of how did it get started in the first place? Well, it gets started in the way 
many things get started. That is, someone who is a potential applicant comes to the County and 
asks them about making regulations or developing regulations that would help them with their 
project, and you and I and every member of the county, or people who live in the county like I do, 
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if I’ve got a project that is either not covered by or is limited by or in some way impacted by County 
Regulations, I go to the County and I start asking questions and saying, “How do I do this? What 
would I need to do?” Anybody, any member of the public, any corporation, is entitled to do that. 
That’s the way the system works here. It’s not an underhanded matter. It’s not an underground 
matter. It’s not deals being cut behind anybody’s back. Nothing has been decided, and everybody 
is going to get their opportunity to have their fair say about this. All right, if there’s no other 
business. 
County Commissioner, Charlotte O’Hara, appeared before the Planning Commission and made 
the following comments: 
Commissioner O’Hara: Yes, I want to thank all the people here that have made the public 
comments. This is our county. This is a huge decision, and we need to be very careful as we go 
forward, because this is in the path of development, and I am from the construction and 
development industry, so I am very sensitive about that. We do have the right to say no, as 
Sedgwick County has said no to wind. We have the right to say no, and this is just a huge and I 
really appreciate the public for conducting themselves in a most marvelous manner, and we will 
continue our conversation. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you. Mr. Leipzig, when is our next meeting scheduled? 
Mr. Leipzig: Mr. Chairman, our next meeting is scheduled for September 28th at 5:45 p.m., and 
that will be in the same format we have this evening – Zoom and in-person – and we will have 
representatives from our cities in Johnson County. That’s when we’ll have, hopefully, an in-depth 
discussion about the boundary areas, the future growth areas, the population projections and that 
type of thing. 
Chairman Iliff: Does that invitation extend to Douglas County? 
Mr. Leipzig: Yes, we did provide an invitation to Douglas County as well, and they will be available 
that evening. 
Chairman Iliff: That’s good. Thank you. 
Mr. Leipzig: Mr. Chairman, if I could just mention, the cutoff for any additional written comments, 
we will receive them until – ? 
Ms. Miller: Our mailout is one week before, so if it’s the 28th for the meeting, it would be the 21st 

is our mailout, the day before, which is Monday, the 20th, by 2:00 p.m. If we receive information 
by then, we will include it with our packet to the Planning Commission. 
Mr. Leipzig: And then, just to follow up, anything after 2:00 p.m. we will collect those for our next 
meeting as well. That way all of the comments will be assembled and put forward for distribution. 
Chairman Iliff: Thank you very much. 
D. PUBLIC COMMENTS 
E. UPDATES/OTHER BUSINESS 

F. ADJOURNMENT 
Thereupon, with no further business to come before the Johnson County Planning Commission, 
Chairman Iliff, at  p.m. declared the meeting to be Adjourned. 
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